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An Introduction to Programming and Numerical Methods in MATLABSpringer, 2005
MATLAB is a powerful programme, which naturally lends itself to the rapid implementation of most numerical algorithms. This text, which uses MATLAB, gives a detailed overview of structured programming and numerical methods for the undergraduate student.

The book covers numerical methods for solving a wide range of problems, from...
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A Case-Based Guide to Neuromuscular PathologySpringer, 2019

	
		
			This book provides a practical guide to the field of neuromuscular pathology including muscle, peripheral nerve, and skin biopsies with biopsy interpretation. Divided into three parts, the book begins with introductory chapters that review muscle, nerve, and skin biopsy indications and procedures, normal muscle and nerve...
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The Thyroid: Fine-Needle Biopsy and Cytological Diagnosis of Thyroid Lesions (Monographs in Clinical Cytology)Karger, 1997

	This book reviews current opinions of the role of fine-needle biopsy (FNB) in the diagnosis of both diffuse and nodular thyroid disease and presents cytological diagnostic criteria and histological correlation for most entities. The history of FNB of the thyroid is briefly reviewed, followed by a summary of basic anatomical and physiological...
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Clinical Pathways in Neuro-Ophthalmology: An Evidence-Based ApproachThieme Medical Publishers, 2003

	Written by an ophthalmologist and a neurologist with more than 30 years

	experience between them, this is the first book devoted specifically to

	differential diagnosis in neuro-ophthalmology. The expanded and updated second

	edition uses an evidence-based approach to link symptoms to specific findings,

	and covers...
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Reaction Kinetics: An IntroductionSpringer, 2021

	Learning (and teaching) the theoretical basis of chemical kinetics is not an easy task.

	Following the diversification of master’s programmes, shorter undergraduate

	programmes – typically three years in most European countries – do not provide

	sufficient knowledge in physical chemistry courses to allow students to...
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Engineering Mathematics Pocket Book, Fourth Edition (Newnes Pocket Books)Newnes, 2008

	This compendium of essential formulae, definitions, tables and general information provides the mathematical information required by students, technicians, scientists and engineers in day-to-day engineering practice. A practical and versatile reference source, now in its fourth edition, the layout has been changed and the book has been...
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Excel for Scientists and Engineers: Numerical MethodsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
Learn to fully harness the power of Microsoft Excel® to perform scientific and engineering calculations
With this text as your guide, you can significantly enhance Microsoft Excel's® capabilities to execute the calculations needed to solve a variety of chemical, biochemical, physical, engineering, biological, and medicinal problems. The...
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Linear Systems Control: Deterministic and Stochastic MethodsSpringer, 2008
Control engineering is a multidisciplinary subject which is critical to the operation of modern technology and which is nearly invisible in daily life. From atomic force microscopes, through PC disk drives and drive-by-wire engine controls to Boeing 747’s and to space shuttles, multivariable controls underlie many of a the devices which are...
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Structural Investigation of Historic Buildings: A Case Study Guide to Preservation Technology for Buildings, Bridges, Towers and MillsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
A toolkit for giving our historic built environment a second life

Conservation of our existing structures has obvious economic and social value. Moreover, historic structures provide an excellent laboratory for studying aspects of structural engineering, materials science, forensic engineering, and building design. Structural...
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Essential Radiology: Clinical Presentation · Pathophysiology · ImagingThieme Medical Publishers, 2006

	This comprehensive introduction to the essentials of radiology is designed

	to enable readers to excel at ordering the appropriate examination and reliably

	interpreting basic imaging findings. Organized around the major organ systems,

	it situates imaging within the larger context of the patient's clinical
...
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Solving Nonlinear Partial Differential Equations with Maple and MathematicaSpringer, 2014

	The emphasis of the book is given in how to construct different types of solutions (exact, approximate analytical, numerical, graphical) of numerous nonlinear PDEs correctly, easily, and quickly. The reader can learn a wide variety of techniques and solve numerous nonlinear PDEs included and many other differential equations, simplifying...
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Moffet's Pediatric Infectious Diseases: A Problem-Oriented ApproachLippincott Williams & Wilkins, 2004

	
		Unlike many texts, which are organized by disease or pathogen, this unique resource presents a problem-oriented approach to the diagnosis and management of infectious diseases in children.

	
		All chapters are organized by anatomic syndrome and guide you through each step in the management process from classifying the...
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